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How to Get a Con BF/GF

If you're one of those Adjective searchers looking for love, what better place to find a significant other

than at a Con?

Meeting new people is a snap. Make sure that your Noun is Adjective . It's a great conversation

starter and will make you Adjective to all those potential dates.

Find common interests. Do both like fandom ? Regale them with epic stories of your devotion to the

fandom. Nothing impresses people more than someone who is more Adjective than they are. If you're

worried about coming on Adjective , don't, because people need to see your Noun .

Going to panels with your new term of endearment is a great excuse to spend more time together. You can

Verb to each other at the back of panels and make each other Verb - Base Form . Bonding in a short

space of time is an important step to the next stages of your relationship.

Adventure outside the Con together. This is perfect alone time away from all the hustle and bustle. Share a

Noun together. It's the perfect outing to test the Adjective of your new relationship without

putting too much pressure on your new term of endearment .

Lastly,



be sure to get their Noun . It will let you stay in contact even after the Con magic is over. Call them up

and ask them if they want to Verb , maybe even have a few Verb - Base Form session outside the

con. If you're lucky, you'll have a last relationship based on mutual Noun and Noun .
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